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Abstract 
This paper presents about a communication 
system which communicates the information 
from source to destination in a secure manner. 
In a normal communication system that may 
effect by the intermittent network 
connectivity and authentication problem. 
Such problems can be avoided by disruption 
tolerant network (DTN) technologies. This 
system had successfully launched in military 
communication. In this communication the 
soldiers required the confidential information 
or reliable information in a successful manner 
in between two wireless devices. The most 
challenging issues in this scenario are the 
authorization policies and secure data 
retrieval. The cipher text policy attribute 
based encryption (CP-ABE) is a 
cryptographic resolver for above the issues. 
However the issues of CP-ABE in 
decentralized DTH, introduces in several 
security systems. In this paper, we proposed 
secure data retrieval scheme using CP-ABE 
for decentralized DTNs where multiple key 
authorities manage their attributes 
independently. 
Keywords: disruption tolerant network, 
cipher text policy,  security systems ,  
decentralized DTH 
 
Introduction 
The key expert chooses a policy for each user 
that determines which cipher texts he can decrypt 
and issues the key to each user by embedding the 
policy into the user’s key. The immediate key 
revocation can be done by revoking users using 
ABE that supports negative clauses. When 
multiple authorities manage and issue attribute 
keys to users independently with their own 
master secrets, it is very hard to define fine-

grained access policies over attributes issued 
from different authorities. Since some users may 
change their associated attributes at some point 
or some private keys might be compromised, key 
revocation for each attribute is necessary in order 
to make systems secure. However, this issue is 
even more difficult, especially in ABE systems, 
since each attribute is conceivably shared by 
multiple users 

• First, immediate  attribute revocation 
enhances backward/forward secrecy of 
confidential data by reducing the windows 
of vulnerability 

• Second, encryptions can define a fine-
grained access policy using any monotone 
access structure under attributes issued 
from any chosen set of authorities. 

• Third, the key escrow problem is resolved 
by an escrow-free key issuing protocol 
that exploits the characteristic of the 
decentralized DTN architecture 

 

 
• The concept of attribute-based encryption 

(ABE) is a promising Approach that 
fulfils the   requirements for secure data 
retrieval in DTNs. 

• The problem of applying the ABE to DTNs 
introduces several securities and privacy 
challenges. 
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• It may result in bottleneck during rekeying 
procedure or security Degradation due to 
the windows of Vulnerability if the 
previous Attribute key is not updated 
immediately. 

 
Cipher text-policy ABE make available a well-
organized means of encrypting data with the 
intention that attribute set was described that 
needs to possess with the purpose of decrypting 
cipher-text. The key escrow intricacy is resolved 
by means of an escrow-free key issuing 
procedure that exploits feature of decentralized 
disruption-tolerant network construction. 
Attribute-based encryption features a method 
that facilitates an access control above encrypted 
data by means of access policies and recognized 
attributes between private keys and ciphertexts. 
Cipher textpolicy ABE provides an efficient 
means of encrypting data with the intention that 
attribute set was described that decryptor needs 
to possess with the purpose of decrypting cipher-
text. Different users are authorized to decrypt 
dissimilar pieces of data for each security policy 
A. Related Work 
 

ABE comes in two flavors called key-policy 
ABE (KP-ABE) and ciphertext-policy ABE (CP-
ABE). In KP-ABE, the en-cryptor only gets to 
label a ciphertext with a set of attributes. The key 
authority chooses a policy for each user that 
determines which ciphertexts he can decrypt and 
issues the key to each user by embedding the 
policy into the user’s key. However, the roles of 
the ciphertexts and keys are reversed in CP -
ABE. In CP-ABE, the ciphertext is encrypted 
with an access policy chosen by an encryptor, but 
a key is simply created with respect to an 
attributes set. CP-ABE is more appropriate to 
DTNs than KP-ABE because it enables 
encryptors such as a commander to choose an 
access policy on attributes and to encrypt confi-
dential data under the access structure via 
encrypting with the corresponding public keys or 
attributes [4], [7], [15]. 
 

1) Attribute Revocation: Bethencourt et al. 
[13] andBoldyrevaet al. [16] first suggested key 
revocation mechanisms in CP-ABE and KP-
ABE, respectively. Their solutions are to append 
to each attribute an expiration date (or time) and 
dis-tribute a new set of keys to valid users after 
the expiration. The periodic attribute revocable 

ABE schemes [8], [13], [16], [17] have two main 
problems. 
 

The first problem is the security degradation in 
terms of the backward and forward secrecy [18]. 
It is a considerable sce-nario that users such as 
soldiers may change their attributes fre-quently, 
e.g., position or location move when considering 
these as attributes [4], [9]. Then, a user who 
newly holds the attribute might be able to access 
the previous data encrypted before heobtains the 
attribute until the data is reencrypted with the 
newly updated attribute keys by periodic 
rekeying (backward secrecy). For example, 
assume that at time  , a ciphertext  is encrypted 
with a policy that can be decrypted with a set of 
attributes  (embedded in the users keys) for 
users with  . After time  , say  , a user newly 
holds the attribute set  . Even if the new user 
should be disallowed to decrypt the ciphertext  
for the time instance  , he can still decrypt the 
previous ciphertext  until it is reencrypted with 
the newly updated attribute keys. On the other 
hand, a revoked user would still be able to access 
the en-crypted data even if he does not hold the 
attribute any more until the next expiration time 
(forward secrecy). For example, when a user is 
disqualified with the attribute  at time  , he can 
still decrypt the ciphertext  of the previous time 
instance  unless the key of the user is expired 
and the ciphertext is reencrypted with the newly 
updated key that the user cannot obtain. We call 
this uncontrolled period of time windows of 
vulnerability. 
 

The other is the scalability problem. The key 
authority pe-riodically announces a key update 
material by unicast at each time- slot so that all 
of the nonrevoked users can update their keys. 
This results in the “1-affects- ” problem, which 
means that the update of a single attribute affects 
the whole nonrevoked users who share the 
attribute [19]. This could be a bottleneck for both 
the key authority and all nonrevoked users. 
 

The immediate key revocation can be done by 
revoking users using ABE that supports negative 
clauses [4], [14]. To do so, one just adds 
conjunctively the AND of negation of revoked 
user identities (where each is considered as an 
attribute here). However, this solution still 
somewhat lacks efficiency perfor-mance. This 
scheme will pose overhead  group elements1 
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additively to the size of the ciphertext and 
 multi-plicatively to the size of private key 

over the original CP-ABE scheme of 
Bethencourtet al. [13], where  is the maximum 
size of revoked attributes set . Golleet al. [20] 
also proposed a user revocable KP -ABE 
scheme, but their scheme only works when the 
number of attributes associated with a ciphertext 
is ex-actly half of the universe size. 
 

2) Key Escrow: Most of the existing ABE 
schemes are con-structed on the architecture 
where a single trusted authority has the power to 
generate the whole private keys of users with its 
master secret information [11], [13], [14], [21]–
[23]. Thus, the key escrow problem is inherent 
such that the key authority can decrypt every 
ciphertext addressed to users in the system by 
generating their secret keys at any time. 
 

Chase et al. [24] presented a distributed KP-
ABE scheme that solves the key escrow problem 
in a multiauthority system. In this approach, all 
(disjoint) attribute authorities are participating in 
the key generation protocol in a distributed way 
such that they cannot pool their data and link 
multiple attribute sets belonging to the same 
user. One disadvantage of this fully distributed 
ap-proach is the performance degradation. Since 
there is no cen-tralized authority with master 
secret information, all attribute authorities 
should communicate with each other in the 
system to generate a user’s secret key. This 
results in commu-nication overhead on the 
system setup and the rekeying phases 
B. Contribution 
 

In this paper, we propose an attribute-based 
secure data re-trieval scheme using CP-ABE for 
decentralized DTNs. The pro-posed scheme 
features the following achievements. First, 
imme-diate attribute revocation enhances 
backward/forward secrecy of confidential data 
by reducing the windows of vulnerability. 
Second, encryptors can define a fine-grained 
access policy using any monotone access 
structure under attributes issued from any chosen 
set of authorities. Third, the key escrow problem 
is re-solved by an escrow -free key issuing 
protocol that exploits the characteristic of the 
decentralized DTN architecture. The key issuing 
protocol generates and issues user secret keys by 
per-forming a secure two-party computation 

(2PC) protocol among the key authorities with 
their own master secrets. The 2PC pro-tocol 
deters the key authorities from obtaining any 
master secret information of each other such that 
none of them could gen-erate the whole set of 
user keys alone. Thus, users are not re-quired to 
fully trust the authorities in order to protect their 
data to be shared. The data confidentiality and 
privacy can be crypto-graphically enforced 
against any curious key authorities or data 
storage nodes in the proposed scheme. 
C. Revocation 
 

We observed that it is impossible to revoke 
specific attribute keys of a user without rekeying 
the whole set of key components of the user in 
ABE key structure since the whole key set of a 
user is bound with the same random value in 
order to prevent any collusion attack. Therefore, 
revoking a single attribute in the system requires 
all users who share the attribute to update all their 
key components even if the other attributes of 
them are still valid. This seems very inefficient 
and may cause severe overhead in terms of the 
computation and communication cost, especially 
in large-scaled DTNs. 
 

For example, suppose that a user  is qualified 
with dif-ferent attributes. Then, all  attribute 
keys of the user  are gen-erated with the same 
random number  in the ABE key archi-tecture. 
When an attribute of the user is required to be 
revoked (  other attribute keys of the user are 
still valid), the other valid  keys should be 
updated with another new  that is different from 

 and delivered to the user. Unless the other  
keys are updated, the attribute key that is to be 
revoked could be used as a valid key until their 
updates since it is still bound with the same  . 
Therefore, in order to revoke a single attribute 
key of a user,  keys of the user need to be 
updated. If  users are sharing the attribute, then 
total  keys need to be updated in order to 
revoke just a single attribute in the system 

 
D. Key Update 

When a user comes to hold or drop an attribute, 
the corre-sponding key should be updated to 
prevent the user from ac-cessing the previous or 
subsequent encrypted data for backward or 
forward secrecy, respectively. 
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The key update procedure is launched by 
sending a join or leave request for some attribute 
group from a user who wants to hold or drop the 
attribute to the corresponding authority. On 
receipt of the membership change request for 
some attribute groups, it notifies the storage node 
of the event. Without loss of generality, suppose 
there is any membership change in  (e.g., a 

user comes to hold or drop an attribute  at some 
time instance). Then, the update procedure 
progresses as follows. 
 

1) The storage node selects a random   and 
a   , which is different from the previous 
attribute group  

 
TABLE I 

EXPRESSIVENESS, KEY ESCROW, AND REVOCATION ANALYSIS 
 
 
 
 
 
 
ANALYSIS 

In this section, we fi rst analyze and compare 
the efficiency of the proposed scheme to the 
previous multiauthority CP-ABE schemes in 
theoretical aspects. Then, the efficiency of the 
proposed scheme is demonstrated in the network 
simulation in terms of the communication cost. 
We also discuss its efficiency when implemented 
with specific parameters and compare these 
results to those obtained by the other schemes. 
 

Table I shows the authority architecture, logic 
expressive-ness of access structure that can be 
defined under different dis-joint sets of attributes 
(managed by different authorities), key escrow, 
and revocation granularity of each CP-ABE 
scheme. In the proposed scheme, the logic can be 
very expressive as in the single authority system 
like BSW [13] such that the access policy can be 
expressed with any monotone access structure 
under attributes of any chosen set of authorities; 
while HV [9] and RC [4] schemes only allow the 
AND gate among the sets of attributes managed 
by different authorities. The revocation in the 
proposed scheme can be done in an immediate 
way as opposed to BSW. Therefore, attributes of 
users can be revoked at any time even before the 
expiration time that might be set to the attribute. 
This enhances security of the stored data by re-
ducing the windows of vulnerability. In addition, 
the proposed scheme realizes more fine-grained 
user revocation for each at-tribute rather than for 
the whole system as opposed to RC. Thus, even 
if a user comes to hold or drop any attribute 
during the ser-vice in the proposed scheme, he 
can still access the data with other attributes that  

 
 
he is holding as long as they satisfy the ac-cess 

policy defined in the ciphertext. The key escrow 
problem is also resolved in the proposed scheme 
such that the confidential data would not be 
revealed to any curious key authorities. 
 

Table II summarizes the efficiency comparison 
results among CP-ABE schemes. In the 
comparison, rekeying message size represents 
the communication cost that the key authority or 
the storage node needs to send to update 
nonrevoked users’ keys for an attribute. Private 
key size represents the storage cost re-quired for 
each user to store attribute keys or KEKs. Public 
key size represents the size of the system public 
parameters. In this comparison, the access tree is 
constructed with attributes of  different 
authorities except in BSW of which total size is 
equal to that of the single access tree in BSW. As 
shown in Table II, the proposed scheme needs 
rekeying message  size of at most 

 to realize user-level access control for each 
attribute in the system. Although RC does not 
need to send additional rekeying message for 
user revocations as opposed to the other 
schemes, its ciphertext size is linear to the 
number of revoked users in the system since the 
user revocation mes-sage is included in the 
ciphertext. The proposed scheme requires a user 
to store  more KEKs than BSW. However, it 
has an effect on reducing the rekeying message 
size. The proposed scheme is as efficient as the 
basic BSW in terms of the ciphertext size while 
realizing more secure immediate rekeying in 
multi-authority systems. 
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